Abstract-Word spotting is an alternative methodology for document indexing based on spotting words directly on document images with the help of efficient word matching while avoiding conventional OCR procedure. The result of the word spotting procedure is a list of word images ranked according to a certain similarity criterion. In this paper, we propose an efficient method to cut-off the ranked list in order to provide the best tradeoff between recall and precision rates. Our aim is to filter the most relevant results based on a threshold which corresponds to an approximate maximization of the expected F-Measure. This is achieved by introducing an estimator that combines the distance of each ranked word with its cumulative moving average. Experimental results on a database with representative historical printed documents prove the efficiency of the proposed approach.
INTRODUCTION
Quick and efficient content exploitation is an important feature for any information system that provides access to historical document collections. Such collections usually contain a large number of documents and a robust indexing methodology is an essential performance and efficiency indicator. Due to document degradations, OCR systems often fail to support a correct segmentation of the printed historical documents into individual characters. Word spotting is a content-based retrieval procedure that spots words directly on document images with the help of efficient word matching while avoiding conventional OCR procedures [1] , [2] . In the case of historical documents, Rath and Manmatha [3] presented a word matching scheme where noisy handwritten document images are preprocessed into onedimensional feature sets and compared using the DTW algorithm. Rath et al. [4] present a method for retrieving large collections of handwritten historical documents using statistical models. Lavrenko et al. [5] present a holistic word recognition approach for handwritten historical documents. The query comprises either an actual example from the collection of interest or it is artificially generated from an ASCII keyword. A crucial aspect in the retrieval procedure is the word image representation which relies upon robust features. The retrieval procedure is based on a similarity criterion to be maximized or a distance measure to be minimized [6] . A common approach is to reduce the word representation into a fixed-length vector of features and use geometric distance measures like euclidean, cosine, etc [2] [7] .
Word spotting produces a list of word images that are ranked according to their distance when compared to the query keyword. An important issue that arises is the proper separation of the ranked results into relevant and irrelevant word instances. This will help to provide the user with only the relevant results in a way that is convenient for searching purposes (e.g. extracting a list of document pages that include one or more instances of the query keyword). Clearly, a fixed similarity threshold cannot be applied since the distribution of distance values obtained may vary when applied to different datasets. In this paper, we propose a method for the determination of a cut-off threshold which is based on an estimator that combines the distance of each ranked word with its cumulative moving average. The efficiency of the proposed method is demonstrated showing that the local maximum of the estimator is highly correlated to the overall maximum of the expected F-Measure.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the word spotting system. In Section III the proposed methodology is detailed. Section IV presents evaluation results on representative historical documents while in Section V the conclusions are drawn.
II. WORD SPOTTING SYSTEM
The main stages of a word spotting system are (a) word segmentation (b) feature extraction and (c) matching and ranking. In this section we describe how we implemented the main word spotting stages.
A. Word segmentation
The word segmentation of the document pages is performed using the Run Length Smoothing Algorithm (RLSA) [9] which uses dynamic parameters that depend on the average character height as described in [10] . RLSA examines the white runs existing in the horizontal and vertical directions. For each direction, white runs with length less than a threshold are eliminated. The horizontal length threshold is experimentally defined as 50% of the average character height while the vertical length threshold is defined as 10% of the average character height.
B. Feature extraction
The segmented words of the historical document as well as the query keyword are described by feature vectors which are used during the matching phase in order to measure similarity between word images. Several features and methods have been proposed in the literature for word image matching based on strokes, contour analysis, etc, [11] , [2] .
In the proposed approach, two different types of features are combined providing a hybrid features vector for each dataset word as well as for the query keyword [12] . The first one divides the word image into a set of zones and calculates the density of the character pixels in each zone. The second type of features is based on word (upper/lower) profile projections. The word image is divided into two sections with respect to the horizontal line that passes through the center of mass of the word image. Upper/lower word profiles are computed by recording, for each image column, the distance from the upper/lower boundary of the word image to the closest character pixel.
C. Word matching and ranking
The process of word matching involves the comparison/matching between the query keyword image and all the segmented words. Each word image w i in the document corpus is represented by a feature vector p i , 1≤i≤N in the k-dimensional feature space, where N equals the overall number of words in the dataset. All the words are ranked according to their distance to the k-dimensional feature vector q that represents the input query. The top entries of the ranked list have the smallest distance values and correspond to words that are more similar to the query. As distance metric the cosine similarity is used:
where p ij and q j are the j-th features of p i and q, respectively.
III. CUT-OFF THRESHOLD DETERMINATION

A. The F-Measure metric
Several methods have been proposed for evaluating the performance of the retrieval system [13] , [14] . A well known performance measure is the F-Measure FM which provides a certain tradeoff between specificity and sensitivity. Taking into consideration the top i word instances, FM i is expressed as the harmonic mean of precision P i and recall R i metrics as follows
Precision P i is defined as the number of retrieved relevant word instances divided by index i, while recall R i is defined as the number of relevant word instances divided by the total number of existing relevant words in the dataset. In a typical retrieval scenario, precision is high in the top ranked positions and diminishes gradually while recall follows the reverse direction. F-Measure provides a certain tradeoff between recall and precision with its maximum value indicating the index for which the highest accuracy is achieved. Fig. 1 demonstrates an example regarding query keyword "famille". The words in the dataset are ranked according to their distance d i from the query. A subset of the top 50 results is shown in Table I . It can be seen that the top ranking positions are occupied by relevant word instances while irrelevant results start to emerge gradually as the ranking index increases. The maximum value of F-Measure FM opt =0.695 appears for index i opt =48. It is the ranking position that provides the best tradeoff between recall and precision. 
It should be noticed that the actual relevant words are given by the ground truth during the evaluation process and are not known before hand. Our intention is to determine a cut-off threshold index i cut for which FM(i cut ) is as close as possible to the expected maximum F-Measure score FM opt .
B. The cut-off threshold
In order to determine the cut-off threshold which approximately maximizes the expected F-Measure we introduce an estimator f i that combines the distance d i of the i-th ranked word with its cumulative moving average. Let
where
is the cumulative moving average. For i>1 the i-th value of c i can be calculated recursively by the current d i value and the previous c i-1 as follows We have noticed that setting the cut-off threshold i cut equal to the index that locally maximizes f i provides a good estimation of the expected maximum F-Measure, that is
where f i is considered in the vicinity of the top r words. Index r is determined by the ranking position that corresponds to the word whose distance is closest to the mean word distance. As mean word distance d m we denote the cosine distance of the query vector q from a vector m whose j-th element equals the mean j-th feature of all the word feature vectors. That is, 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We tested our methodology on a French historical book which was published in 1838 and is owned by Bibliothèque Nationale de France. In Fig. 6 a sample image is shown. We selected 153 pages from this book that contain an overall of 47715 words. We manually marked the ground truth for 20 keywords that have a variety of instances ranging from 33 up to 362, as shown in Table II . For each query keywords the precision P, recall R, and FMeasure curves are calculated according to the ground truth. Based on these measures, the maximum value FM opt of FMeasure and its index i opt are determined. The index i cut of f i is given by (7) and the corresponding F-Measure value FM(i cut ) is also calculated. The results for all the query keywords are shown in Table III V. CONCLUSIONS This paper proposes an efficient method for the estimation of a cut-off threshold that can be applied to the ranked results list of a word spotting system in order to filter the most relevant words. As a performance measure, the FMeasure is used which provides a certain tradeoff between specificity and sensitivity. The method is based on an estimator that for each ranked word combines its distance with its cumulative moving average. The estimator has a local maximum which is highly correlated to the overall maximum of the expected F-Measure. Experiments on a database with representative historical printed documents evidenced promising results that demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed method.
